Learn what you want, the way you want, with client and featured sessions, hands-on labs and technical deep-dives. Here is a list of current sessions we are offering.

CLIENT SESSIONS

- "C2C: Connections to the Cloud: A successful migration project powered by a great IT-Business alignment"—presented by Sika
- The Next-Generation Intranet: Creating a Personalized, ‘Single Source of Truth’—presented by TD Ameritrade
- "Building a Recurring Revenue Business on the Cloud"—presented by Cloudhopper
- "Group Familia’s Journey to a New Business Culture"—presented by Grupo Familia
- "The Dubai Airport Free Zone Authority (DAFZA) delivered the region’s first aviation collaboration platform at the biggest airshow in the world!"—presented by DAFZA
- "The Power of Social Data"—presented by AT&T
- "Collaboration in a regulated industry with Connections: See how Wells Fargo is building community"—presented by Wells Fargo
- "How IBM Connections helped Dislub become one of the best companies to work for in its region"—presented by Integro Consultores Associados Ltda
- "Tips and Tricks: Domino and JavaScript Development Master Class"—presented by Ukuvuma Solutions, Intec Systems Ltd
- Client Panel: Domino App Modernization"—presented by Canal Barge Carnival Operations
- "What’s New in Domino for Administrators"—presented by Turtle Partnership
- "A Deep Dive into What’s New in Domino V10"—presented by HCL
- "Tips and Tricks: Mobilizing your Domino Apps Master Class"—presented by Team Technology GmbH, Strabag
- "Tips and Tricks: Deploying Verse Successful in the Enterprise"—presented by Rock Team
- "Domino App Modernization Success Stories - Travel and Transportation"—presented by Carnival Corporation
- "IBM Champion panel: stories of client success with the Domino portfolio"—presented by Intec Systems, the Turtle Partnership, Ukuvuma
- "Lowering your TCO: Move your Mail and Chat investment to the Cloud"—presented by Prodesp
- "The Civil Engineer’s Every Day Challenge in Data Management and Collaboration"—presented by Vossey
- "The Petrobras Social Journey, from 2014 to today"—presented by Petrobras

HANDS-ON LABS

- IBM Connections Component Pack - From Zero to Hero
- IBM Connections Customizer - From Zero to Hero
- IBM Live Grid - From Zero to Hero
- Get Hands On Building an Engaged Employee Intranet with IBM's New Cloud Based Engagement Center
- Creating Custom Widgets in Engagement Center
- Box and Box Relay Hands-On: Explore the Unique Capabilities of Box and Box Relay
- Exploring Watson Workspace and Work Services
- Creating Watson Workspace Apps with Low-Code Approach
- Modern Domino Development
- Mobilizing Domino Apps
- LoB Lab: IBM Collaboration Framework Hands-On
- How to Infuse Watson Cognitive Services in your Collaboration Solution
- Building Integrated Apps for IBM Collaboration
- Increasing Productivity with IBM Collaboration Solution on Cloud

DEEP DIVES

IBM Notes Performance Boost—Reloaded
A Hitchhiker’s guide to troubleshooting IBM Connections
Be Smart and unleash the Power of your Department Applications using SmartNSF
Introducing Istoio: A New Way of Managing Microservices
Two wrongs don’t make a right—Troubleshooting Connections
Developing with Watson Work Services Java SDK
A Guide To Single Sign-On Solutions For ICS Products
A Look Under the Hood (into DB2) to Find Internal Champions and Drive Adoption in IBM Connections
DIY: How to build your SmartCloud Notes Hybrid environment. Easy as 1-2-3.
How to adopt team development and Source Control for Collaborative Application Development
A Framework for Governed Collaborative Analytics in support of self-service business decision-making

FEATURED SESSIONS

Keynote: IBM’s Bob Schultz and author/business leader Geoffrey Moore, author of Crossing the Chasm
IBM’s Ed Brill and Alan Lepofsky: Reimagine Work in the Era of AI
Danielle Baptiste and Eric Schmautz (Wells Fargo): Empower an agile workforce by putting people at the heart of collaboration
Baan Slavens and Jason Gary with Brian Ulm (AT&T): The Future of Collaboration and Engagement
IBM’s VP of Watson Work Rishi Valsh and Zoom VP: Digital Workspaces: The New Way to Work
Ann-Marie Darrough, Dir. OM, ICS, and Amex: Reinventing Operational Workflows with AI
IBM’s Richard Jeffs (VP Collaborations) and Andrew Manby (Director of Product Management), with Fiducia: A new chapter begins: Domino V10 for App & Workflow Development
Tony Oliver: The AI Advantage: Choosing the Right Collaboration Partner

Make sure you join us for our keynote with Geoffrey Moore and IBM’s Bob Schultz—and come learn, share and collaborate with the brilliant minds behind the technology at our exclusive ICS Community Day and ICS reception.